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On December 17, 1984 Unit 2 tripped from 100 percent power on a low-low steam
generator ("C") level. The low level occurred when feedwater pump (FWP) 2A tripped
on low FWP turbine condenser vacuum, and FWP 2B was unable to supply sufficient
flow during the turbine runback. The low FWP turbine condenser vacuum signal was
generated when the wrong kind of Amercup cleaning balls were put into the FWP condenser
The Amertap cleaning system uses sponge rubber balls to clean condenser tubes. The
hardness of the balls varies depending on the application. In this event, balls
intended for use in the main condenser were used in the FWP condenser.

The cause of the event is ascribed to a procedural deficiency, because the condenser
tube cleaning system procedure did not correctly identify the type of Amertap ball
to be used in the FWP condenser. Contributing factors to this event included the
inability of FWP 2B to supply sufficient flow during turbine runback to prevent a
reactor trip; an inoperable Amertap screen differential pressure (DP) gauge, which
if operable may have alerted operators to the situation in time to prevent a trip;
and the failure of a condenser cooling water pump to start.

i

l Corrective actions have been implemented to revise the condenser tube cleaning
procedure to correctly identify the type of Amertap balls to be used in the FWP
condenser. In addition, operators have been instracted in load reduction during
future runbacks in which only one FWP is available. Further corrective actions
are planned which will replace the Unit 2 Amertap screen DP gauges (Unit 1 gauges
have already been replaced). The reactor trip transient behaved as expected, and
the health and safety of the public were not affected.
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INTRODUCTION: On December 17, 1984 the Unit 2 reactor tripped on a low-low level in
C steam generator (S/G) signal. The low-low level in S/G [EIIS:HTEXCH] C occured
when 2A feedwater [ElIS:SJ] pump (FWP) tripped. 2B FWP [EIIS:P] was unable to supply
sufficient flow during the subsequent turbine runback, and level reached the trip
setpoint in S/G C. 2A FWP tripped on a low FWP turbine condenser vacuum signal. A
reduction of cooling water through the 2A FWP condenser allowed vacuum to decrease.
It is believed that the reduction of cooling water flow was caused by the wrong type
of amertap balls being placed in the condenser tube cleaning system.

Unit 2 was in Mode 1 at 100% power at the time of the event.

Procedural Deficiency, is assigned to this event because the Condenser Tube Cleaning
System procedure did not correctly identify the type of amertap balls to be used in
the condenser tube cleaning system (RA). Contributing factors are: 1. One FWP did
not supply sufficient flow to prevent a low-low S/G level reactor trip during an
automatic runback. 2. The amertap screen differential pressure gauge was unable to
provide a reliable alarm source. 3. Condenser cooling water (RC) pump 2D would not
start when its control switch was placed in the start position.

EVALUATION: This event was initiated by a reduction of cooling water flow to the 2A FWP
condenser. The increasing condenser temperature caused a loss of FWP condenser vacuum
and subsequent FWP trip. The main turbine automatically ran back after the 2A FWP trip,
but 2B FWP was unable to provide sufficient flow to prevent a reactor trip on low-low
S/G level. The following paragraphs discuss the events that led to the 2A FWP trip
and the reason a reactor trip was initiated from S/G low-low level.

The 2A FWP Trip

The FWP conlenser is made up of two passes of 1029 tubes. The cooling water goes through
the top pass of condenser tubes, into an open volume (called the waterbox) and back
through the bottom pass of tubes. The amercap balls are injected at the inlet of the
condenser and are collected, by use of screens, at the condenser discharge.

On Sunday nights, the FWP condenser amertap system is checked per the Operations routine
task list. The amertap balls are checked for wear and any worn or missing balls are
replaced.

On December 16, 1984 two bags of amertap balls (200 balls total) were added to tiie
2A FWP amertap ball collector. Approximately 35 balls were already in the collector,
so at least 235 balls were in the system af ter the ball addition. The amertap screens
wsre placed in backwash while the balls were being added, so most of the balls not
collected should have been forced out of the condenser. It is possible that additional
balls could have been trapped in areas of the waterbox where there is little flow (called
ball hideout). This may partially account for finding only 35 balls in the collector.
200 balls were also added to the 2B FWP amertap system. (The normal amount of balls
in each FWP RA system is 150-200).
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The balls added on December 16 were medium hardness balls. The FWP condensers require
a soft ball. The procedure used to add amertap balls specifies balls with an "S" on

the package. The "S" stands for soft balls. The identification on the bag has been
changed. This change was not recognized and the procedure did not reflect the new
identification.

The Amertap Corporation Technical Manual specifies that a minimum differential pressure
(DP) of 3.2 f t water column (WC) is required per pass of the FWP condenser (total of
6.4 f t across both passes) while using the sof t balls. Additional differential pressure
would be required when using a harder ball.

Operations personnel believe the following sequence of events caused the 2A FWP trip.
Af ter the medium hardness balls were added, approximately four hours elapsed before
any problem was detected. Apparently the DP across the condenser (cooling water side)
was adequate to pass the medium hard amertap balls. Shortly before the reduction of
cooling water flow, it is believed a small flow blockage occurred on the amertap screen.
This could have been caused by trash catching in the screens or by a large number of
balls hitting the screens at the same time and clustering at one point. (The balls
clustering on the screens has occurred before on the main condenser amertap screens.)
Blockage on the screens would decrease the DP across the condenser. The DP available
across the second pass of the FWP condenser tubes is believed to be marginal for
pushing the medium hardness balls through. A blockage of the screens is believed to'

have initiated the clogging of the condenser tubes. With at least 235 balls in the
system and 1029 tubes per pass, N20% of the tubes could have been blocked.

A few minutes prior to the 2A FWP trip, Operations found the RA system piping hot
and the amertap collector only half full of water. This indicated cooling water
flow blockage. The amertap screens were immediately opened to their backwash
position. Flow into the collector only increased slightly and was still less than
normal. This indicated that the flow blockage was only partially in the screens.

.

Vacuum continued to decrease after the screens were placed in backwash.

In response to the decreasing 2A FWP condenser vacuum, Operations attempted to start j

the 2D Condenser Cooling Water (RC) pump. (Three RC pumps were running at the time j
iof the event.) When " start" is selected on the pump switch, the pump discharge valve

2RC4 (a 96" butterfly valve) automatically opens. The RC pump start is interlocked ;

with the valve limit switch. RC pump 2D did not start even though valve 2RC4 indicated i

that it was opening. When 2RC4 opened without the pump starting, 2A FWP condenser I

vacuum decreased rapidly and reached the FWP low vacuum trip setpoint with 34 seconds.
Backflow through the 2D RC pump further decreased available cooling water. Had the
pump started *it may have prevented the low vacuum FWP trip by increasing the DP across I

the condenser and flushing out any clogged tubes. Instead, because the pump did not
start, a flow path existed back through the 2D RC pump.

After the event, Operations personnel drained and inspected the 2A FWP condenser,
cooling water side. Only a few' tubes in the first (upper) pass of condenser
tubes were found blocked. Operation personnel could not see all the way through
the tubes in the second (lower) pass of tubes. With the amertap screens open after
the event, any clogged balls should have been washed out before Operations isolated
the condenser. j
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The OAC alarm had been placed out of service prior to the event because it was giving
false alarms approximately once every ten seconds. The false alarms were caused by
a constant swinging of the screen DP gauge of ~10" WC (5" below and 5" above actual DP).
Normal screen DP is ~5" WC. The reason the DP gauge swings is that its internal bellows
are too small to dampen out normal pressure surges in its associated impulse lines.
Had the OAC alarm been operable, it may have caught the attention of the control room
operator and corrective action could have been initiated earlier. Had the OAC alarm
been received, it is not certain that corrective action would have been taken. 0AC
alarms are used mainly for informational purposes, and there is no alarm response

[ procedure for them.

Reactor Trip on Low S/G Level

Af ter the 2A FWP tripped, the turbine ran back to ~56%. The resulting temperature
error, T -T [where T = (reactor hot leg temperature + reactor cold leg
temperat0r$)/2[*kndT iS*Eeference temperature generated from the T program and

- rateofchangeofpower* mismatch (nuclearpower-turbinepower)senta$kgnaltodrive#

the control rods in rapidly. Banks one and two of the steam dump system opened as a
result of the temperature error. As the rate of change of power mismatch decreased,
the rod control system slowed the rate at which the rods were inserted. It takes the

_

reactor control system approximately three minutes to automatically runback to 56%.
Bank two of the steam dumps closed as temperature error decreased (-30 seconds before
the reactor trip), but bank one was still open at the time of the reactor trip. Bank
one will not close until the temperature error is less than 5* F. Until the steam
dumps close, one FWp is required to supply adequate feedwater flow to the S/G's while
steam is being dumped and the turbine is at 56% power. Before all of the steam dumps

- were closed, the level in S/G C reached its low-low level reactor trip setpoint.
~

The S/G low level reactor trip can be avoided during an automatic runback with only
one FWP available. If unit power is decreased further to decrease the required FWP
flow, adequate S/G level can be maintained (reactor power stabilized at -73% just
prior to the trip). During a Unit One runback on October 12, 1983, Operations
personnel considered further reducing load during this event. They decided not to
reduce load because they thought a xenon (X ) peak transient caused by a further load

- reduction would cause the reactor to shut dOwn. Since unit two is close to the end
of its fuel cycle, the effect of X is increased. Reactor group personnel state
that the operators were correct in* believing X could have caused reactor power to
further decrease. The effect of X could have*been minimized and a reactor trip
avoided if load was further reduce 8 for several minutes to allow the steam dumps to
close, and then load picked back up. After the event, a special order was written
to instruct the operators to do this. As a permanent solution, the S/G's low level
reactor trip setpoint will be lowered to allow enough time for the steam dumps to
close without reaching the low level setpoint.
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Pre-Trip Transient

Reactor power decreased from 100% to N75% prior to the reactor trip. Pressurizer

pressure spiked to 2275 psig before the trip due to the primary to secondary
mismatch. In addition, two banks of pressurizer heaters were in manual anc an
at the time of the trip. Pressure then decreased as reactor coolant tempera:.ure
dropped. Reactor coolant loop average temperatures increased initially due to
reduced heat transfer because of increased steam pressure. Temperature then

decreased through the combined actions of the rod control and steam dump systems.
Average coolant temperature was approximately 582 *F, and the reference temperature

was 574 *F at the time of the trip. Primary loop differential temperature decreased
during the runback as reactor power decreased. Wide range cold leg temperature

increased sharply as steam pressure increased during the load rejection, then

decreased as steam was relieved through the steam dump valves. Wide range hot

leg temperature decreased prior to the trip as reactor power ran back. Pressurizer

level prior to the trip responded to average coolant temperature as expected.

Level was 58% at the time of the reactor trip. Primary loop flow remained

steady prior to the trip.

Steam pressure increased about 60 psi as the turbine ran back
quickly 55%, and began to decrease as the steam dumps opened to
relieve steam. prassure increased again slightly as the bank 2
steam dump valves closed. Pressure was approximately 1040 psig
at the time of the reactor trip. Steam generator level dropped
~3% immediately on the load rejection as steam pressure
increased. Level then began to decrease steadily because the

|
program level was decreasing and as a result of the mismatch
between steam flow and feed fIow. Levei decreased until it
reached the low-low level trip setpoint in steam generator C i

about 2.2 minutes after the main feedwater pump tripped.

post-Trio Desconse

Reactivity was properly controlled by the reactor trip.
pressurizer pressure dropped sharply to 1999 psig and remained
near there for ~5 minutes before recovering. Pressure returned
to its no-load target value ~22 minutes after the reactor trip,
then overshot slightly to 2275 psig. pressure remained below the
uncompensated p0RV setpoint (2335 psig)- and well above the Safety
injection setpoint (1845 psig) at all times.

N2C FORM 3644
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primary loop average temperature fell immediately after the trip'

to ~559 F. Temperature gradually decreased to 552 F about five
J

minutes after the reactor trip as steam pressure declined. (The 1

steam pressure response will be discussed below.) Temperature
increased slightly as steam pressure stabilized and rose.
Temperature turned again with steam pressure and slowly decreased
to its post-trip minimum value of 55'1 F approximately 36 minutes
after the reactor trip. Temperature then began to recover with
steam pressure. Loop differential temperature drnpped to 2 F
within one minute after the reactor trip, and was less than 1 F
within six minutes after the trip, as desired. Wice range hot
and cold leg temperatures responded like average temperature, as
expected. pressurizer level decreased to 37% immediately after
the reactor trip. Level declined slowly to 27% in the next five
minutes as steam pressure fell Level drifted lower as
temperature decreased, reaching its minimum value of 23% about 32
minutes after the reactor trip. Once steam pressure and tempera-
ture began to recover, level stabilized at its no-load target
value (25%). pressurizer level remained above the low level
alarm setpoint (17%) during the transient. Letdown was not
isolated. Response was generally as expected following a reactor

trip. No change in reactor coolant pump status occurred during this event.

Steam pressure spiked following the trip to 1124 psig. This is
just below the steam generator pORV setpoint (1125 psig). The
steam generator pORVs did not open. Steam pressure decreased to
1020 psig following the trip as auxiliary feedwater supplied the
steam generators. Once auxiliary feedwater flow was throttled,
steam pressure stabilized between 1020 and 1040 psig. pressure
began to recover after the auxiliary feedwater flow was reduced

I below 150 gpm per steam generator. In addition, the operators
experienced difficulty in isolating main steam to the auxiliary
steam header following the trip. This may have contributed to

)the lower than normal steam pressure following the reactor trip. '

( Steam generator levels dropped immediately after the reactor trip
~

below 12% narrow range (post-trip low-low steam generator level).
Narrow range level in steam generator C was off scale low for ~2 j|

minutes. These level were lower than generally seen, but are not
|unusual for a trip from an underfeed transient. primary to

i secondary heat transfer was maintained at all times, as shown by
the coupling between steam pressure and primary temperature.,

Level recovered rapidly as all three auxiliary feedwater
j initiated on low-low steam generator level and fed the steam

generators. Five minutes after the trip level was above 20%-
narrow range in all the steam generators. The auxiliary
feedwater control valves were reset at that time. The operators

|
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throttled flow to less than 200 gpm per steam generator and recovered level slowly.

Twenty-eight minutes after the trip, level was approximately 30% in all four steam
generators. Main feedwater was isolated after the reactor trip on reactor trip

with coincident low average coolant temperture. The 2B main feedwater pump tripped
shortly thereafter on high discharge pressure.

CORRECTIVE ACTION: The condenser tube cleaning system procedures for Units 1 and

2 were changed to properly indicate which Amertap balls should be used in the
FWP condenser.

Operators have received instruction in load reduction when only FWP is available.
Other actions which will be taken to prevent reactor trips on low S/G level include
modifications to S/G 1: vel instrumentation to dampen effects of electronic spikes
or noise in the instrumentation, and a design change to allow a decrease in the

low level trip setpoint is being evaluated. The inoperable differential pressure

gauges will be replaced.
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January 17, 1985

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: McGuire Nuclear Station, Unit 2
Docket No. 50-370
LER 370/84-33

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.73 Sections (a) (1) and (d), attached is Licensee Event
Report 370/84-33 concerning a reactor trip on loss of a main feedwater pump,
which is submitted in accordance with 550.73 (a)(2)(iv). This event was
considered to be of no significance with respect to the health and safety
of the public.

Very truly yours,

[]'

# A .%c{
Hal B. Tucker

SAG /mjf

Attachment

cc: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region II
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323

,

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339

M & M Nuclear Consultants
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

Mr. W. T. Orders
NRC Resident Inspector
McGuire Nuclear Station

.

American Nuclear Insurers
e/o Dottie Sherman, ANI Library s' g
The Exchange, Suite 245 L

- 270 Farmington Avenue
Farmington, CT 06032
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